2016 All Saints Estate Family Cellar Durif
The Range
Comprising varietal wines of distinction, our Family Cellar
range was created to be something special from the outset.
The marriage of magnificent fruit from sustainable,
old vineyards and traditional, hand-crafted winemaking
techniques ensure beautifully balanced, elegant table wines
that display a true sense of place.
The Wine
It is deep purple almost black in colour displaying rich aromas
and flavours of plum, dark berries and liquorice with dense
structural tannins. Aged in mainly French oak, with a small
amount of American, this adds lovely spice and savoury notes
to the wine. It shows the typically intense colour and body for
which Rutherglen Durif is rightfully famous.
Grape Variety
Durif is such a local hero that it is often referred to as
Rutherglen Durif. The variety is a cross of Peloursin and Shiraz
and it prospers almost exclusively in North East Victoria.
Our long, warm Autumn days give the grapes plenty of time to
develop their intense colour and rich flavours.
Winemaking
The fruit is destemmed and crushed into our open concrete
fermenters. During fermentation it is plunged up to 3 times
a day and then held on its skins for an extended maceration
before gentle pressing in our old basket press. Durif can be
extremely tannic if not handled carefully so the technique of
extended maceration, where the skins are left soaking, aids in
softening some of these tannins making the mouthfeel more
silky and elegant. After pressing the wine spent 36 months
maturing in oak, 25% new, before blending and bottling in
October 2018.
Food Matching
Durif is definitely a food wine and as a younger wine will partner
rich flavoured dishes such as braised lamb shanks where the
tannins will complement the sticky character of the meat.
An older wine will have softened and the resulting smooth
palate and fine tannin structure will be ideal with a perfectly
cooked classic; Slow Roasted Whole Eye Fillet of Beef with
Béarnaise Sauce
Cellaring Potential
Durif has plenty of tannin and enough acidity to keep the
wine balanced and improving for up to a decade or more.
Within a few years it will throw some sediment, so is best
decanted before serving.

Technical Information
Alcohol 15.0%
Std Drinks 8.9
Contains Sulphites
Price - RRP $75.00
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